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What are Human Factors and Non-Technical Skills

• Human Factors
• Involves gathering information about human abilities, limitations, and other 

characteristics and applying it to tools, machines, systems, tasks, jobs, and 
environments to produce safe, comfortable, and effective human use.

• Dedicated to better understanding how humans can most safely and efficiently be 
integrated with technology

• Looks at the causal factors of accidents where human involvement influences 
outcome

• Non-technical skills
• Generic skills such as situational awareness, taking a systematic and thorough 

approach, decision making, and workload management
• NTS play a vital role in safety by helping people to anticipate, identify and mitigate 

error in task performance
• Looks at the development of skills needed to improve performance and therefore 

mitigate risk



HF and NTS comparison

Human Factors Non-technical skills

Lack of 
communication

Complacency Situational awareness Self-management

Lack of knowledge Distraction Conscientiousness

Lack of teamwork Fatigue Communication

Lack of resources Pressure Decision making and 
action

Lack of assertiveness Stress Co-operation and 
working with others

Lack of awareness Norms Workload 
management



HF in aerospace

• Prevalent in the aerospace industry since the 1960’s
• Not just pilots but also engineering, stores, planning, 

management, processes etc
• 80% of all accidents and incidents are attributed to human error

• Data analysis – Boeing
• MEDA – ‘Maintenance Error Decision Aid’ introduced in 1995
• 500 AMO’s and operators currently use MEDA

• 16% reduction in mechanical delays over a 24-month period
• 48% reduction in operationally significant events

• Improvements identified across all operators in maintenance workload planning 
and task allocation

• Changes and improvements in the disciplinary culture across operations
• Reduce probability of recurrence



Aloha 243 – Case study



Aloha 243 – Case study
NTSB findings

• ‘The Aloha Airlines maintenance department did not have sufficient manpower’ – Lack 
of resource

• ‘The quality of Aloha Airlines maintenance and inspection programme was deficient’ –
Lack of knowledge

• ‘The failure of the Aloha Airlines management to supervise properly its maintenance 
force’ – Lack of assertiveness

• ‘The operator had an inadequate inspection and maintenance program’ – Lack of 
resource

• ‘No evidence that Aloha Airlines either performed the maintenance inspection at all or 
whether this was completed ineffectively’ – Norms, complacency

• ‘Training has not kept pace with aviation industry technology’ – Lack of communication, 
norms, complacency

• ‘The Principal Inspector was overburdened with other responsibilities’ – Pressure, 
distraction

• ‘Engineers and pilots don’t go out of their way to make mistakes’ – Non-technical skills

• Financial and brand reputation impact



Production versus Protection
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Applying historic learning
• By having a greater understanding of 

the impact of human factors, we can 
better apply the learning of non-
technical skills

• RSSB has been involved in the 
development of NTS across the rail 
industry since 2012
• The Rise of Non Technical Skills - 2015 

report by Dr Ann Mills – Head of H&S, 
RSSB

• Continued roll out across the sector
• ‘90% or organisations measuring the 

effect of NTS intend to use the data to 
refine their training’ - RSSB



Key contributory factors linking HF and NTS
Most prevalent Human Factor NTS application to mitigate risk

Lack of communication

With verbal communication it is common that only 
around 30% of a message is received and understood. 

Communication
• Listening
• Clarity
• Assertiveness
• Sharing information

Lack of awareness

A failure to recognise all the consequences of an 
action, or lack of foresight and therefore do not see 
the bigger picture.

Situational awareness
• Attention to detail
• Overall awareness
• Maintain concentration
• Retain information
• Anticipation of risk

Fatigue

It is a human problem that we tend to underestimate 
our level of fatigue and overestimate our ability to 
cope with it.

Workload management
• Multi-tasking and selective attention
• Prioritising
• Selective attention

Pressure

When the pressure to meet a deadline interferes with 
our ability to complete tasks correctly, then it has 
become too much.

Self-management
• Motivation
• Confidence and initiative
• Maintain and develop skills and knowledge
• Prepared and organised


